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Vernacular architecture   

Text written by Kengo KUMA for CSAV Journal, October 2017

I  consider that “vernacular architecture” is about architecture where the relationship between people and materials is happily 
connected. I say so because buildings are made of materials and the materials had to been found and obtained near the site 
where the building would stand. Under such restriction, human beings and materials used to keep their conversations, which 
resulted in the architecture. 

In the 20th century however, humans and materials were separated. Materials became available everywhere, and buildings 
all over the world began to be built with concrete and steel, which led to an ending of the good relation between people and 
matters. 

Books on vernacular architecture had been written already in the 20th Century, but the arguments there were mostly about 
forms or styles, and discussions about materials were totally absent. 

I would say that the most important “forgotten” material is wood. Wooden materials are born and rooted to the place. 
Furthermore, wood is so easy to work on that human beings have made their nests – the architecture – with wood since ancient 
times. 

Professor Yoshichika Uchida, my most honored teacher from university, is the key figure who contributed to revive wooden 
buildings in Japan. Professor Uchida used to say habitually that as for the wooden structure, Romania and Japan would build the 
best ones. His theory is based on the existence of Carpathian Mountains and the Black Sea in Romania, and the Pacific Ocean 
in Japan. According to Professor Uchida, these topographical features functioned as barriers protected their culture of wood, 
and Romania and Japan have been able to nurture technology to produce unique wooden constructions in their closed fields.

Since I heard Professor Uchida’s theory, I’ve always dreamt of the beauty and uniqueness of Romanian wood architecture. 
Now, the mission assigned to both of us is that, having been born in the countries of wood, we truly revive our wooden buildings 
and create a modern version of vernacular architecture, which is tailored to the speed and density of our time.
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Arhitectura vernaculară
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          text scris de Kengo KUMA pentru CSAV Journal, Octombrie 2017 

Consider că „arhitectura vernaculară” reprezintă arhitectura în care relația între oameni și materialitate este una fericită. 
Spun asta deoarece clădirile sunt făcute din materiale de construcții, iar materialele trebuiau căutate și extrase din apropierea 
șantierului. Sub asemenea constrângeri, oamenii și materialitatea dialogau, ceea ce a generat arhitectura.

Cu toate acestea, în secolul al XX-lea, oamenii și materialitatea sunt separate. Materiale de construcții sunt disponibile 
oriunde, iar clădirile din toată lumea au început să fie construite din beton și oțel, ceea ce a condus la un final al bunei relații între 
oameni și materialitate. 

Cărți pe tema arhitecturii vernaculare au fost scrise deja în secolul al XX-lea, dar argumentele acolo au fost în mare parte 
despre forme sau stiluri, și discuțiile despre materiale erau total absente. 
Aș spune că cel mai important material „uitat” este lemnul. Materialele cu lemn / din lemn sunt născute și înrădăcinate la fața 
locului. Mai departe, lemnul este atât de ușor de prelucrat, încât oamenii și-au făcut cuiburile – arhitectura – cu lemn din timpuri 
antice. 

Profesorul Yoshichika Uchida, mentorul meu cel mai onorat din universitate, este figura cheie care contribuia la revigorarea 
clădirilor din lemn în Japonia. Profesorul Uchida obișnuia să spună că în ceea ce privește structura din lemn, România și Japonia 
le-ar construi pe cele mai bune. Teoria sa se bazează pe existența Munților Carpați și pe Marea Neagră în România și Oceanul 
Pacific. Conform celor spuse de profesorul Uchida, aceste caracteristici topografice care funcționau ca bariere își protejau 
cultura lemnului, iar România și japonia au putut astfel să-și „îngrijească” tehnologia de a produce construcții unice în arealul 
lor închis. 

De când am auzit teoria profesorului Uchida, întotdeauna am visat la frumusețea și unicitatea arhitecturii din lemn din 
România. Acum, misiunea acordată amândorura (arhitecți japonezi și arhitecți români), năascuți fiind în țări ale lemnului, să 
revigorăm cu adevărat clădirile noastre din lemn și să creem o versiune modernă a arhitecturii vernaculare, adaptată / pliată / 
adecvată vitezei și densității timpurilor noastre. 
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Patrimoniu tehnic vernacular                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

coș de îngroșat
coș de tras de păr
fântână cu cai
jug pentru potcovit și stănoagă
piuă pentru lână (stofă)
moară de vânt
moară de apă
teasc de stors ceara
teasc pentru ulei
teasc pentru must
teasc pentru vin
teascul Meschendorf
oloiniță
șteamp aurifer
vâltoare

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    ”De Re Metallica”, Georgius Agricola, 1555

Ideea acestui număr al CSAV Journal a apărut în timpul workshop-ului internațional VVITA Erasmus + 2018, odată cu vizita într-un 
vechi sat de pescari din Peninsula Lofoten, Norvegia. (v. pag. 305).  

Este vorba despre un sit de patrimoniu vernacular de secol XIX, încă locuit, în care se poate observa o tipologie arhitecturală reprezentată 
de locuințe și ateliere de pescari sau de bărci din lemn, construcții parțial așezate deasupra malului stâncos al mării, pe stâlpi din lemn. Un 
loc aparte între aceste construcții îl ocupa un teasc de ulei de pește, cu toate mecanismele din metal și lemn încă funcționale. Se poate 
observa nu doar o tehnologie răspândită pe întreg teritoriul Europei și mai departe, dar și modul prin care patrimoniul tehnic rămâne 
un „reper mental” pentru mai multe comunități învecinate, loc de întâlnire și sistem ecologic, adaptat și noilor provocări climatice.  

Pe teritoriul României, astfel de sisteme paleotehnice rurale din perioada medievală sau de secol XIX sunt expuse în muzee ale satului 
sau au rămas in situ . Poate acest patrimoniu tehnic rămas in situ să devină un răspuns post-industrial la revitalizarea satelor României ?

Ediția CSAV Journal 2018 acoperă gama completă de lucrări academice care explorează situl rural și arhitectura vernaculară, între 
teorie și practică. Este vorba așadar despre o selecție de proiecte de atelier, școli de vară, lucrări de disertație, diplomă și cercetări 
doctorale pe subiectul arhitecturii vernaculare din anii universitari 2017 și 2018, realizate în Universitatea de Arhitectură și Urbanism 
„Ion Mincu”, București, alături de articole semnate de specialiști și cercetători internaționali.

Ioana ZACHARIAS VULTUR, coordonator
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Vernacular technic heritage

The idea of this CSAV Journal edition appeared during the international workshop of VVITA Erasmus + 2018, while visiting an old 
fishermen village from the Lofoten Peninsula, Norway. (see page 305). 

It is a 19th century vernacular heritage site, still inhabited, where one can observe an architectural typology represented by wooden housing 
and fishermen or boat workshops, buildings partially arranged upon the cliffy seashore, on wooden piers. A special place among these 
dwellings is the fish oil press, with all the metal and wood mechanisms still working. One can observe not only a technology spread all over 
the territory of Europe and beyond, but also the way in which the technical heritage remains a ”mental landmark” for many neighbouring 
communities, a place for gathering and an ecological system, adapted also to the new climate challenges.  

On Romanian territory, such rural paleotechnical systems dating back from the Medieval Age or 19th Century are exhibited in village 
museums or are still ”in site”. Can this ”in site” technical heritage become a post-industrial answer to the revitalisation of Romanian villages ? 

The 2018 CSAV Journal edition covers the entire range of academic papers exploring the rural site and vernacular architecture, between 
theory and practice. Therefore it is about a selection of the 2017-2018 studio projects, summer schools, dissertation papers, diploma and 
doctoral research on the topic of vernacular architecture, created in or in the frame of the ”Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and 
Urbanism,  accompanied by articles signed by specialists or international researchers. 
 

Ioana ZACHARIAS VULTUR, coordinator
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Cooperativa de Lichior - Schnaps Genossenschaft
Spații abandonate în biserica fortificată vor fi reutilizate 
pentru cooperativă de lichior 
Liquor Cooperative - Schnaps Genossenschaft
Abandoned spaces in fortified church will be reused as a 
liquor cooperative

1. Preamble

Transylvania used to be a settlement of Saxons in the Middle Ages, nowadays, these villages and 
towns are famous with their fortified churches, such as Sighișoara, Biertan and Prejmer, etc., but 
still many villages need to be financed and supported, it is better that the local community of village 
creates their own profits to rehabilitate and improve the current conditions, instead of being funded 
by EU or some foundations constantly. Luckily the soil quality in Transylvania is very good and 
suitable for agriculture; my design aims to revitalize the fortified church heritage combining with 
the local small farming agriculture, moreover, it is not only to create a new highlight of the village 
in order to attract more tourists, but also to strengthen the social cohesion of the community.

2. Goals of design

Keywords: fortified church, Dealu Frumos, local agriculture, liquor „Pălincă”, cooperative

cing13cing13@gmail.com

Zih-Cing CHANG
Vienna University of Technology, Department of Architecture

01. Enhancing the sense of belonging and local identity of villagers to their own land.
02. Creating extra incomes and the new job opportunities for villagers.
03. Promoting local tourism.
04. Using parts of revenues for the further renovations of the church heritage as well as the new 
construction of community.
05. Retaining and promoting the Zeitgeist of the fortified church.
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3. The relationship between the fortified church and the community

Transylvania is famous for its over 160 fortified churches established by the Transylvanian Saxons in the 13th century. 
In the 20th century, most of the Transylvanian Saxons emigrated back to either Germany or Austria due to political 
or economic issues. Till 1989, a lot of fortified churches were often abandoned, because the priests and the Saxons 
villagers left as well as the local religion have converted from Protestantism into Orthodox. That means, most of the 
fortified churches in Transylvania have lost their religious function. Therefore, the new function of these unused and 
abandoned churches becomes a current topic. Nowadays, some of these fortified churches have been repaired and 
maintained to varying degrees; still, more than half of them are at risk, which need to be rescued and renovated as soon 
as possible. These fortified churches built in the center of villages and towns, include rings of fortified wall and the 
towers used for both military uses and storage, such as “bacon tower”. These towers connect the fortified wall-rings.

The fortified churches offered not only religious and spiritual support, but also the protection during the wars against 
the Ottoman Empire to the residents who lived surround it. That means, the fortified church gathered the lives and 
the social cohesion of whole community together in the past. My design is trying to bring the social cohesion of the 
community back to villages by the way of enhancing the belongingness of the villagers to their own land.

4. Case Study — The fortified church of Moșna

Moșna suffered a big earthquake once, which caused the fortified church a certain degree of damage. Because the 
village used to produce wine and made fortune by that, it has money to repair and embellish the church as well as adds 
a museum of traditional hand-craft manufacturing, where displays spinning wheels and the old equipment of making 
wine...etc. On the hills on the edge of the village, the former wine fields can still be seen. This special landscape can also 
be found in some other Saxons villages in Transylvania.
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Fig. 1. The landscape of the village and fortified church in Moșna. 
Peisajul rural și Biserica fortificată din Moșna. 

Fig. 2. The structural reinforcement in the main hall. Ranforsarea 
structurală în sala principală. 

Fig. 3. The landscape of countryside in Transylvania Peisajul de la 
țară (rural) din Transilvania. 

Fig. 4. The ancient wine making equipment. Echipamentul din 
vechime pentru producerea vinului.  
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5. Local agriculture in Transylvania

For centuries, the villagers in Transylvania have developed their own agricultural utilization of land as “small family 
farming”, which came out a special landscape of country side. Each household has a “kitchen garden” in the yard, where 
the villagers plant vegetable and fruit. Behind the Barn of household, there is a bigger field for growing crops.

Fig. 5. Small family farming in Dealu Frumos. Mici ferme de familie în Dealu Frumos.  
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6. Liquor — as an agricultural product of the community

Apple, pear, sour cherry, cherry, apricot, plum, peach, raspberry and cherry plum (Corcoduș) are often grown by villagers 
in their kitchen garden; among them, the villagers use apple, pear, sour cherry, apricot, plum, peach and cherry plum to 
make liquor and the most popular one as well as the most commonly used one is cherry plum (Corcoduș).

Now, this kind of homemade liquor is only a family drink, because it is illegal to sale it, therefore, the establishment of 
a cooperative could legalize this situation. There is quite a large amount of fruit harvest, however, the village is short of 
machines that can produce large quantity of liquor. Besides, it also lacks storage spaces large enough to contain both 
the fresh fruit as the main ingredient and the liquor. Basically, a proper cooperative can help the community to set up 
a variety of marketing strategies, so that the local made liquor can be promoted more extensively. As a result, the liquor 
is not an agricultural family product anymore, instead, it is an agricultural product of the community.

8. The liquor cooperative

A jointly owned enterprise engaging in the production or distribution of goods or the supplying of services, operated 
by its members for their mutual benefit, typically organized by consumers or farmers.
Seven principles and values of cooperative:

1. Voluntary and open membership
2. Democratic member control
3. Economic participation by members
4. Autonomy and independence
5. Education, training and information
6. Cooperation among cooperatives
7. Concern for community

7. What is “Cooperative”? 

The liquor cooperative is a kind of agricultural cooperative, which includes a series of interconnected marketing 
activities involving planning production, growing and harvesting, food processing, grading, packing, storage, transport, 
distribution and sale; its primary purpose is to add value to primary products, i.e., fruit. In brief, the cooperative 
provides machinery and equipment to the members, i.e., local farmers, in order to produce more liquor for sale as 
well as reduce the members’ joint costs. The ultimate goal is to promote locally produced liquor more efficiently and 
effectively, thus bringing more benefits to the villagers.
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Fig. 6. The sour cherry liquor 

made by Alina Șamu, a local resident 
of Dealu Frumos. Lichior din cireșe 
amare făcut de Alina Șamu, o localnică 
din Dealu Frumos. 

Fig. 7. Cherry plum. Corcoduș. 
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9. The designed cooperative vs. the communist collectivization of agriculture in Romania

Romanian land collectivization began in 1948 and ended in 1962. Nowadays still, some old people in Romania, who 
suffered from the effects of the collective farming policy during the communist regime, have a extremely negative 
impression of cooperative. Because during that period all villagers were forced to join this kind of collective of tillage 
association (întovărășiri) founded by GAC Gospodării Agricole Colective (Collective Agricultural Institutions) and 
GAS Gospodării Agricole de Stat (State Agricultural Institutions). Meanwhile they were also coerced or paid to promote 
communism to the public, which however clashed with the traditional hierarchical structures of the Romanian villages. 
Peasants from villages entered GAC not only with their land, but also their property including barns, villas, warehouses, 
farming tools, farming vehicles and working animals. In addition, obligatory quotas of the agricultural production of 
individual plots were taken away brutally.

Collectivization, which caused the peasants to lose their independence, dignity and identity, seriously harmed the 
Romanian villages and society, at the same time, the industrialization was also forced to promote. These two main 
reasons led to a series of serious social problems accelerating the decline in the rural population, young people moved 
to the cities as well as the Saxons immigrated back to Germany or Austria. As the matter of fact, the families during that 
time suffered from poverty, while interest in work plummeted.

The land collectivization in Romania is also called “the violence collectivization” due to the abusive measures, which 
were often used by the communist party to enforce the collective agricultural policy. This happened not only in 
Romania, but also in most of former communist countries in the 20th century, where the collective farms lacked the 
principle of voluntary membership, as a result, this communist collectivization is regarded as “pseudo-cooperative”.
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The designed liquor cooperative followed the seven principles of modern cooperative, in which the members i.e. local 
farmers can participate voluntarily, instead of being forced, that is the most significant difference compared with the 
communist collectivization. Besides, the members do not need to involve most of their property, they only need to 
bring their own planted fruit to the liquor cooperative, where provides spaces, machinery and equipment, in order 
to produce larger quantity of high and stable quality liquor for sale. In fact, obligatory quotas of fruit are also not 
necessarily required, the members can decide by themselves how much amount of fruit should be provided to the 
cooperative, depending on their harvest. 

Unlike the communist collectivization, which weakened the peasants’ belongingness to their own and liquor cooperative 
operating in a democratic way dedicates to strengthening the dignity and identity of local farmers in the village by 
adding value to primary products. In brief, through the food processing, liquor cooperative enhances the value of 
primary products, which then could become a specialty of village. Simultaneously, it will use a series of marketing 
methods to promote it, so that both the villagers and community gain benefits as well as develope local tourism jointly.
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10. Location of design: Dealu Frumos

Dealu Frumos, as known as Schönberg, is in Merghindeal, Sibiu, Romania. The nearest village called Merghindeal is 
only around 3 km at the south-east side of Dealu Frumos. Dealu Frumos is also near a bigger town called Agnita, which 
is about 7 km to the west. These three regions have all established since the Middle Ages and have their own fortified 
churches. However, there is only one main road (DJ105) connecting Dealu Frumos with Merghindeal and Agnita. 
There are still hundreds of villages like Dealu Frumos in Transylvania. 

Take Dealu Frumos as a model of establishing liquor cooperative, using some abandoned components of space of the 
fortified church as a place to produce, store and sell the local made liquor. In the future, this kind of liquor cooperative 
could be founded in some similar villages. When the liquor cooperative makes profits for the community, it could help 
to defray the construction or improvement of infrastructure, such as the road connections, so that the liquor will also 
be transported and sold out more efficiently.
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11. The current situation of the fortified church in Dealu Frumos

Since 2003 the fortified church in Dealu Frumos has been leased to the ”Ion Mincu” Architecture and 
Urbanism University, Bucharest, which rehabilitates the church and holds a variety of study-conferences 
in it. This renovation is still in process. Some spaces connecting the fortified wall have also been renovated 
and given the new functions; for example, there is a dormitory and a big meeting hall at the south side to 
the church, where the university holds its summer school and different activities. This meeting hall is also an 
important communication hall for the whole community, where the villagers have their weddings, meetings 
and festival celebrations, like Christmas for example, the former Saxons inhabitants comming back offer gifts 
for the local children. That means, this location of the church is still the “heart” of the community, still the 
church remains unused.

12. The interview with the locals

Although the villagers are glad that a series of conferences held in their village, still they hope that these 
activities could have deeper connection with the community, so that the local highlights and beautiful 
landscape will be better promoted; furthermore, they want to create more opportunities to gain incomes 
and contribute to the community.
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13. The process of making liquor

The process of making liquor will influence the planning of spaces, which will be set up in the current unused and 
abandoned interior spaces of components of the fortified church.

1. COLLECTION
The fruits grown by the villagers are collected and classified according to their categories and qualities, both the decayed 
fruit and the un-ripened fruit cannot produce liquor. Then the fruits must be washed clean without any soil, dust or 
other contaminants.

2. MIX
After washing and drying the fruits appropriately, putting a sufficient amount of the fruit in a large basin and crushing it 
into mash; simultaneously adding a certain amount of sugar, more sugar equals to more alcohol at the end of producing 
process.

3. FERMENTATION
Mix the yeast in the fruit mash to begin the fermentation process, which can be accelerated by relatively high 
temperatures and a certain degree of humidity. Nonetheless, this process usually takes several weeks. During this 
period, it also produces some waste products, which should be removed regularly from the mash. This fermenting 
mash is now increasing.

4. DISTILLATION
After the fermentation, the mash first becomes the raw distillate spirits, which will be collected and distilled again in 
order to get the fine spirits. Later, the fine spirits will be tested its composition and the alcohol content, and then to 
decide how much water or other additives should be added, so that the nice drinkable liquor is produced, of which 
respective quality requirements are sufficed. The typical alcohol contents of liquor are usually sought around 40 
percent, the more times of distillation are done, the higher alcohol contents are produced.

5. STORAGE
Finally, the liquor can be stored in barrels at least five years, during this ripening period in barrels, the liquor is also 
added sugar water occasionally in order to compensate for the loss of the alcohol content changed over time. As a 
result, the liquor can be bottled and ready to sale.
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Fig. 8. The copper distillery equipment. Echipamentul de distilerie din cupru.

Fig. 9. Liquor in barrels. Lichior în butoaie.  
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14. Design description

Some spaces and structures of the fortified church in Dealu Frumos have not repaired yet, especially the buildings on 
the North side, which will be the planned area of the design. According to the process of making liquor, the spaces 
arrangement is sequentially from east to west, due to the main entrance, which is on the east side of the fortified wall, 
so that the circulation is clear and efficient. Because these spaces have lost their former functions, therefore, the design 
aims to arrange the new using possibilities of these unused spaces, meanwhile the new set functions are related to the 
old features, for example, the previous storage towers, as known as “bacon tower”, are used for both the storage of the 
raw materials and the fine made liquor stored in barrels or bottles at the present design.
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15. The new connections between the liquor cooperative and fortified church

During sieges, the fortified church not only took the responsibility of protecting the villagers, but also tried its best 
to keep the life and activities of the whole village working properly. That means, the fortified church substituted for 
the entire social functions of the community. Therefore, inside the fortified church, several components of different 
uses were built, where the villagers lived and worked together as collective. In the case of Dealu Frumos, the storage 
houses, also known as “Fruchthaus”, were shared by people. These components of building including the former storage 
houses, caretaker house and three towers will be transformed into liquor cooperative, of which the new given functions 
are related to the collective life inside the fortified church in the Medieval. Moreover, unlike the collective life during 
sieges, that only ths Saxons villagers lived inside the fortified church; in the new design, local people of different races, 
i.e. Saxons, Romanians, Hungarians and Romas, can participate in the liquor cooperative. They can not only introduce 
liquor to visitors, but also the interesting history and architecture of the fortified church, of which the Evangelic 
church will be entire rehabilitated and preserved as as a symbol and memorial for the past.

16. The new relationships between the Rromas, the liquor cooperative and the community

For centuries, there are a lot of prejudices about Rroma people, they were not allow to enter the Saxons villages, not 
to mention going in to the Evangelic churches. However, after the Saxons migrated back to Germany and Austria, the 
Rroma “occupied” some houses of these former Saxons inhabitants as their own living dwellings, before that, the Rroma 
often lived in a wandering life. Even though the Rroma have settled down in the villages, they are still often rejected by 
both the Saxons and the Romanian villagers. Luckily in Dealu Frumos the Roma have peaceful relationships with other 
villagers; the Rroma here are farmers and sometimes they also work as  “day laborers”, which is a kind of contingent 
work. While the liquor cooperative occurs in the former fortified church, it offers the new job opportunities for all 
villagers; the Rroma can enter the church not only as the workers of the liquor cooperative, but also the inheritors of 
culture. As a matter of fact, through the inhabitants working together, the social cohesion of the community will get 
stronger.
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Fig. 10. The the components of building 
include some storage houses, living units and towers; 
on the right, the altar in the fortified church of Dealu 
Frumos. Componentele clădirii includ zone de 
depozitare, unități de locuire și turnuri; în dreapta, 
altarul din Biserica fortificată Dealu Frumos.
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17. The further establishments in the fortified church after the liquor cooperative

Once the liquor cooperative is running successfully, a part of the operating profits can be used for the 
further renovations and planning. First, the current community hall will be newly renovated as well as the 
dormitory, which will be improved as a hostel for tourists; when there is no study camp and conference hold 
by the university, it will be open to the public. Then, after the first renovation, the south-west tower will be 
rehabilitated into a “bacon tower” as a symbol of the continuity of the Medieval life, which will offer the 
villagers a place, where they can hang and dry their homemade bacon and ham as well as sell them as another 
product of the village. In addition, it is better to think about which items matching the liquor the best will be 
bought by tourists. Third, the road network will be improved and constructed in order to connect with the 
adjacent areas more easily, therefore, the products made in the village will be better outwardly transported 
and sold.

“Only beautiful landscape is not enough to attract people!”

Seven villages with fortified churches in Transylvania have been already listed as a UNESCO world heritage 
site such as Biertan, Viscri and Prejmer; so why people want to travel other villages instead of these seven? It is 
not only important to create the different attractive points of the villages, but also necessary to improve and 
build infrastructures, so that tourists would like to stay and buy something, thus, to activate the villages and 
increase economic sources.
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Fig. 11. Inside the fortified wall ring, there are some fruit trees with plenty of fruit, which will be picked by the workers of the 
liquor cooperative and also the tourists experiencing the local agricultural life. This fruit harvest can be used for making the liquor 
as well. În interiorul inelului de fortificație, se află niște pomi fructiferi cu multe fructe, care vor fi culese de către muncitorii cooperativei de 
lichior și de către turiștii care vor experimenta viața agriculturii locale. Acest cules de fructe poate fi folosit deasemenea și pentru a face lichior. 
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